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Summary

Concepts from previous biofilm models were inte-

grated to create a framework for the implementation

of multidimensional (2D and 3D) multispecies biofilm

models. The framework is here described at three lev-

els: (i) mathematical representation of the processes

involved in biofilm formation, (ii) numerical imple-

mentation into a computer program (freely available

from our website http://www.biofilms.bt.tudelft.nl/

frameworkMaterial) and (iii) using the program for the

creation of biofilm models with multiple bacterial and

solute species. An improved version of the individual-

based modelling (IbM) that allows structured biomass

was used. In this approach biomass composition may

be discriminated into any number of particulate spe-

cies, including extracellular polymeric substances

(EPS) for which specific functionality was included.

Detachment is also included, described as occurring

at the biofilm surface with variable local rates derived

from functions of state variables. The application of

this modelling framework to a multispecies system

with structured biomass is illustrated in a case study

where the competition between an organism capable

of accumulating polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB, an inter-

nal storage compound) and an EPS-producing organ-

ism in a two-species biofilm is analysed. Results

illustrate that biofilms enriched in PHB-producing

organisms may be obtained by supplying substrate

intermittently in feast/famine cycles.

Introduction

 

Biofilm research has been motivated by the goal of con-

trolling biofilms, from the hindering of biofilm-related infec-

tions and harmful biofouling of industrial equipment to the

tailoring of biofilms for specific applications, as in water

and wastewater treatment and the fixed film fermenters in

biotechnology industries. In order to fully understand bio-

film dynamics, the basic processes involved in their for-

mation and growth must be understood. Among other

aspects, this implies understanding the characteristics of

mass transfer processes in biofilms, notably different from

those occurring for planktonic bacterial cells. In biofilms,

fluid flow is greatly reduced and diffusional distances are

frequently long enough to produce significant solute gra-

dients. In these conditions, mass transport may become

the rate limiting process of the various biotransformations

occurring (Characklis and Marshall, 1990). Solute gradi-

ents account for the formation of microniches inside the

biofilm matrix (Kuenen 

 

et al

 

., 1986), requiring knowledge

of the microenvironment in order to interpret biofilm

behaviour from the extrapolation of the kinetics of individ-

ual cells.

The biofilm structure is here defined as the three-

dimensional shape of the biofilm matrix and the spatial

distribution of biotic and abiotic substances in this biofilm

matrix. Biofilm structure is likely to play an important role

in conditioning the activity of a biofilm. Experimental stud-

ies (Zhang 

 

et al

 

., 1994; Wasche 

 

et al

 

., 2002) as well as

modelling studies (Rittmann 

 

et al

 

., 1999; Picioreanu 

 

et al.

 

,

2000a; Klapper, 2004) indicate that the shape of the bio-

film surface, i.e. the interface through which mass transfer

between the biofilm and the environment takes place,

influences biofilm activity significantly. The spatial distribu-

tion of substances in the biofilm matrix refers to the dis-

tribution of biomass components such as bacterial cells

of different species (and at diverse phases of develop-

ment), extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) and inor-

ganic materials. The biomass distribution possibly

influences the rates of solutes transport and bioconver-

sions (i.e. biofilm activity).

Biofilm activity, in turn, is likely to influence biofilm struc-

ture. Factors such as the rate of biomass growth and EPS

production rate determine the growth of the biofilm matrix

(Zhang and Bishop, 2001). In addition to the biofilm activ-

ity, external factors causing biomass detachment such as

shear forces and other mechanical stresses also play an

important role in the development of the biofilm structure

(Kwok 

 

et al

 

., 1998). Understanding this intricate relation-

ship between the structure and the activity of a biofilm is

crucial for effective control of biofilms in both industrial and

medical settings (Stoodley 

 

et al

 

., 1999).
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Biofilm modelling aims to describe the dynamics of bio-

film behaviour from a formal description of the physical,

chemical and biological processes involved. By using this

approach, any resulting interdependence of these pro-

cesses should be an emergent characteristic rather than

imposed as a precondition. A model that describes the

dynamics of biofilm activity and structure from environ-

mental conditions is a valuable tool for testing hypotheses,

as parameters for the operation of experimental biofilm

systems tend to affect each other often in non-linear ways.

Biofilm models provide a clean way to study ‘

 

in silico

 

’ the

effect of direct changes to particular operation parameters

that could not be carried out through experimentation (Van

Loosdrecht 

 

et al

 

., 2002).

One-dimensional (1D) biofilm models, such as the strat-

ified dynamic multispecies model introduced by Wanner

and Gujer (Wanner and Gujer, 1986; Wanner and

Reichert, 1996) and implemented in the AQUASIM soft-

ware (Reichert, 1994), are widely used to describe mac-

roscopic conversions in biofilm systems and to predict

biofilm processes in a quantitative way. Modelling of bio-

film structure is possible using these models, although

restricted to 1D vertical gradients. The validity of 1D mod-

els is based on the rationale that gradients in biofilms are

orders of magnitude higher in the direction perpendicular

to the attachment surface than in directions parallel to it.

However, a number of important characteristics that

derive from the dynamics of biofilm structure must be

assumed. External and internal mass transfer coefficients,

changes in pore volume and mobility of bacterial species

in the biofilm matrix are examples of properties that must

be explicitly defined.

Multidimensional (2D or 3D) models offer the potential

to derive such properties implicitly derived from basic

principles. Several approaches to multidimensional mod-

elling of biofilm structures can presently be found in the

literature (see Picioreanu and Van Loosdrecht, 2003 and

Picioreanu 

 

et al.

 

, 2004 for a review). The individual-based

modelling (IbM) approach (Kreft 

 

et al

 

., 1998, 2001) pro-

vides a representation of the biomass as being composed

by multiple spherical agents that act independently, anal-

ogously to how bacterial biofilms are composed by multi-

ple individual bacterial cells. In this bottom-up approach,

the behaviour of the agents is defined explicitly with a set

of rules that mimics the behaviour of individual bacterial

cells, i.e. growth through the consumption of substrate,

reproduction through cell division, production of metabo-

lites, etc. Large-scale dynamics of the simulated biofilm is

implicitly derived as an emergent property of the interac-

tions between the agents (microorganisms) as they grow

and reproduce. IbM has been applied previously to the

modelling of bacterial colony growth (Kreft 

 

et al

 

., 1998),

multispecies biofilms (Kreft 

 

et al

 

., 2001; Picioreanu 

 

et al

 

.,

2004), EPS formation by biofilms (Kreft and Wimpenny,

2001) and the development of altruistic behaviour by bac-

teria in biofilms (Kreft, 2004).

The approach proposed here extends on concepts

integrated from previous modelling work (Picioreanu

 

et al

 

., 1998, 1999, 2001, 2004; Kreft and Wimpenny,

2001; Kreft 

 

et al

 

., 2001) to provide a framework where

any type of microbe/food kinetic interaction may be imple-

mented, together with any number of solute and particu-

late species involved. A number of previous approaches

to multidimensional modelling of biofilms have provided

structured or multispecies descriptions of biomass

(Noguera 

 

et al

 

., 1999, 2000; Kreft and Wimpenny, 2001;

Laspidou and Rittmann, 2004; Noguera and Picioreanu,

2004; Picioreanu 

 

et al

 

., 2004), discriminating biomass

constituents such as multiple bacterial species, inert bio-

mass and EPS. The present framework accommodates

the recognized necessity for modelling structured biom-

ass with arbitrary numbers of components and extends

the IbM to account for structured biomass. This allows

any number of particulate species to be defined and the

biomass composition in the models created using this

framework may be as detailed as necessary. Specific

methods for EPS production and excretion following a

previously described approach (Kreft and Wimpenny,

2001) are also included.

The detachment of biomass from the biofilm is the main

process balancing a positive biofilm growth (Stewart,

1993). Therefore, detachment is of chief importance in

determining parameters that influence biofilm activity and

composition such as steady-state biofilm accumulation

(Van Loosdrecht 

 

et al

 

., 1995) and average solids retention

time of the biofilm (Morgenroth and Wilderer, 1999, 2000).

Recognizing the importance of detachment in the devel-

opment of biofilms, a biomass detachment description

was here integrated with the IbM. The detachment model

included is flexible to allow the application of a diversity

of biomass detachment scenarios.

This integrated mathematical description of the pro-

cesses involved in biofilm formation was used to produce

a computer program for the creation of multidimensional

biofilm models. The term multidimensional is used here in

the sense that the framework allows time-dependent sim-

ulations to be carried out in either 2D or 3D spaces. All

routines implemented in the program work in both 2D and

3D, and therefore the choice of the dimensionality of the

simulations to be carried out is left to the user. The pro-

gram is available in the form of a library of compiled Java

classes from our website (Xavier 

 

et al.

 

, 2004a) at http://

www.biofilms.bt.tudelft.nl/frameworkMaterial/ and may be

readily used to create new multispecies biofilm models.

The website also contains material to complement this

article, including videos of the simulations presented in

the case study section, as well as an interactive demon-

stration of the program.

http://
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Description of the biofilm modelling framework

 

Mathematical description of processes involved in

biofilm formation

Reaction rates for  involved species.

 

A factor of chief

importance in the present model is the classification of

the involved species as either 

 

particulate species

 

 or 

 

sol-

ute species

 

. In this classification, previously adopted by a

well-established 1D biofilm model (Wanner and Gujer,

1986; Wanner and Reichert, 1996), particulate species

include any substances composing the biofilm matrix,

and solute species are the compounds dissolved in the

liquid phase. Examples of particulates are active biom-

ass of different bacterial species, inert biomass, internal

storage products such as glycogen or lipids, and EPS.

The dynamics for particulates include production or con-

sumption resulting from bioconversions and advective

transport caused by the spreading of the biofilm. Solutes

are any dissolved substrate or microbial product relevant

to the system. Examples include dissolved oxygen, car-

bon sources (e.g. glucose, acetate, etc.), nitrogen

sources or substances involved in intercellular signalling.

The solute species are also consumed or produced in

bioreactions. Transport of solutes, however, occurs by dif-

fusion, either through the biofilm or in the surrounding

liquid medium.

A bioconversion process such as the growth of a bac-

terial species, endogenous respiration processes or the

production of internal storage compounds, EPS or other,

is here defined as a reaction involving any number of

substrates and metabolic products. The substrates (con-

sumed in the reaction) and metabolic products (produced

in the reaction) of a reaction can be any species, solute

or particulate, in the system. Reactions defined in this

framework have reaction rates of first order to the concen-

tration of the particulate species that mediates the reac-

tion. As an example, growth rate of biomass is usually

represented as first order to the concentration of the bio-

mass species. The rates are defined in terms of the mass

of a reference species, either solute or particulate, which

is typically a species involved in the process as a sub-

strate or a product. The following expression is the rate of

a reaction 

 

i(r

 

i

 

) mediated by particulate species 

 

p

 

:

 

r

 

i

 

 

 

=

 

 

 

q

 

i

 

C

 

p

 

[

 

M

 

m

 

L

 

-

 

3

 

T

 

-

 

1

 

] (1)

The rate is defined in concentration of the reference spe-

cies 

 

m

 

. The reference species 

 

m

 

 and the particulate spe-

cies that mediates the reaction, 

 

p

 

, may or may not be the

same species. The coefficient 

 

q

 

i

 

 is the specific rate of the

reaction 

 

i

 

, defined in units of mass of the reference spe-

cies 

 

m

 

 per mass of particulate species 

 

p

 

 per unit time,

 

M

 

m

 

M

 

p

 

-

 

1

 

T

 

-

 

1

 

, always having positive values. 

 

C

 

p

 

 is the con-

centration of particulate species 

 

p

 

.

The specific reaction rate 

 

q

 

i

 

 is, in turn, defined as the

product of a maximum specific rate, 

 

q

 

i

 

max

 

, and a series of

factors, here represented generically by 

 

f

 

j

 

. These factors

are typically saturation factors involving a function of the

concentration 

 

C

 

j

 

 of a solute 

 

j

 

 having the form

(2)

where 

 

K

 

j

 

 is called the half saturation constant (Monod

limitation factor), or inhibition factors, which have the form

(3)

with 

 

K

 

j

 

 being the inhibition constant. Factors of other forms

may be used as well. The general expression for a specific

reaction rate as a function of its factors is

(4)

As each factor produces a value in the range of 0–1,

Eq. 4 will produce for the specific growth rate 

 

q

 

i

 

 a value

that is a fraction of the maximum specific growth rate 

 

q

 

i
max

 

.

 

The net rate (

 

r

 

n

 

) for a species 

 

n

 

, either solute or particu-

late, results from the sum of the rates of all the reactions

in which the species is involved, each multiplied by a yield

coefficient specific of that reaction ( ) and a sign factor

(

 

g

 

in

 

). The yield coefficient is always positive and has units

of mass of species 

 

n

 

 per mass of the reference of the

reaction 

 

i

 

, species 

 

m

 

. The sign factor 

 

g

 

in

 

 has value 

 

+

 

1 or

 

-

 

1 if the species 

 

n

 

 is, respectively, produced or consumed

in reaction 

 

i

 

. For a species 

 

n

 

 involved in a number 

 

N

 

 of

reactions, the net rate 

 

R

 

n

 

 becomes

(5)

This form for bioconversion rates is suitable for a descrip-

tion of bioprocesses that uses stoichiometric tables, a

concept commonly used to describe biological processes

in engineering applications. A typical example is the Acti-

vated Sludge Model No. 2 (Gujer and Larsen, 1995). The

case study presented later in this article also uses a

stoichiometry table to describe reaction rates of the bio-

processes involved (Table 1).

To allow for including structured biomass into the IbM,

a 

 

pDocument type

 

 is also defined. Each pDocument type

groups a number of particulate species and determines

the particulates that will constitute individual biomass par-

ticles. For example, a pDocument type called ‘het-

erotrophic bacteria’ may be defined as being composed

by two particulate species – ‘heterotrophic active mass’

and ‘inert biomass’. Any particle (‘agent’) of the pDocu-

ment type ‘heterotrophic bacteria’ will have a biomass

composition containing these particulate species. The

dynamics of the biomass composition of such an organ-
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ism would be dictated by the reactions in which the two

particulate species are involved.

 

Individual-based model and mass balances for particulate

species.

 

The representation of biomass using individual

agents constitutes the smallest scale of a multiscale rep-

resentation of the biofilm system used in this framework,

which describes the biofilm at the (A) individual scale, the

(B) biofilm scale and the (C) system scale, as illustrated

in Fig. 1. Agents are entities that have dynamic biomass

composition and location in space, and behave according

to a set of rules that mimic the processes carried out by

a bacterial cell. Agents grow by uptake of nutrients, pro-

duce and excrete metabolites such as EPS, and divide

once a critical size is reached producing an offspring

agent. Agents are best viewed as biomass particles rather

than individual cells. The agents move if shoved by a

neighbouring agent or by being repelled by the solid sur-

face. The behaviour rules of agents are illustrated in

Fig. 1A. The biomass particles (called ‘agents’) are spher-

ical (in case of 3D simulations) or cylindrical (in case of

2D simulations) compartments, with variable composition

and location in space and where bioconversions take

place. Depending on the value chosen for the maximum

particle radius (

 

R

 

division

 

), biomass particles can represent

either a single cell or a cluster of cells of the same species.

This abstraction is a numerical convenience to allow the

description of larger scale systems without the added

computational burden of using an increased number of

agents. Effectively, it allows setting the resolution of the

field of particulate matter in the simulation according to

each particular application. The mass of each particulate

species (

 

n

 

) that is part of the composition of a biomass

agent changes in time according to the kinetic equation

(6)

which is Eq. 5 written in terms of mass per particle. 

 

M

 

n

 

and 

 

M

 

p

 

 is the mass of particulate species 

 

n

 

 and particulate

species 

 

m

 

 (the species that mediates reaction 

 

i

 

), respec-

tively, in that particular agent. As the masses of the com-

posing particles change as a result of the bioconversions

occurring, also the size of the agent will change. The

volume of the agent is obtained from the sum of the

masses of all the composing particulate species divided

by their respective specific mass (

 

r

 

m

 

):

(7)

 

N

 

particulates

 

 is the number of particulate species composing

the agent, as defined by its pDocument type. The specific

mass of a particulate species sets the maximum mass of

that species per particle volume. Equation 7 is fundamen-

tal for the IbM, as it is responsible for the important

changes in the size of the agents that occur in the course

of the simulations. Such changes include not only growth

of an agent from the production of active biomass but also

size reduction of an agent when its mass decreases

through processes such as biomass decay. The radius of

the agent particle is defined by

d

d
particle

M

t
Y q M M T

n
in

i

N

ms i p n= [ ]
=

- -Âg
1

1 1

V
M

r
L

m
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N
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= [ ]
=
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3

Table 1. Stoichiometric table for the model described the case study.

Reaction

Solute species Particulate species 

Rate

Substrate

CS

Oxygen

CO

H-PHB

CH-PHB

PHB

CPHB

H-EPS

CH-EPS

EPS

CEPS

Inert

CI

Carbon source uptake by H-PHB (feast) -1 –(1 - YPS) YPS

Growth H-PHB (feast) 1

Decay H-PHB 0.6 -1 0.4 bdecay·CH-PHB

PHB consumption H-PHB (famine) –(1 - YHP) YHP -1 kPHB·fI,S·fM,O·CPHB

Carbon source uptake by H-EPS (feast) -1 –(1 - YPS) YPS

Growth H-EPS (feast) 1

Decay H-EPS 0.6 -1 0.4 bdecay·CH-EPS

Rows  represent  the  reactions  and  columns  represent  the  species  involved,  both  solute  and  particulate.  Entries  in  the  table  provide  the

value  of  the  yield  coefficient  (Y)  for  each  combination  of  reaction  and  species  multiplied  by  the  sign  factor  (g),  which  has  value  +1  if  the

species  is  produced  in  the  reaction  and  value  -1  if  it  is  consumed.  Empty  entries  represent  value  0.  Net  rates  for  each  of  the  species

are  obtained  from  the  sum  of  the  reaction  rates,  each  multiplied  by  its  respective  entries  in  the  matrix,  as  described  in  a  generic  way  in

Eq. 5. For example, the net rate of substrate conversion, Rs, which is consumed by H-PHB and H-EPS but produced in the decay processes, is

given by . The entries have values

expressed  in  mass  of  oxygen  or  (chemical  oxygen  demand)  COD  and  the  sum  of  the  entries  in  each  row  is  0,  which  ensures

conservation of mass. For example, when 1 gCOD of H-PHB decays, 0.6 gCOD of substrate and 0.4 gCOD of inert mass are produced. Where

;
 

;
 

;
 

;
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(8)

and depends on the dimensionality of the simulation being

carried out. For 3D simulations, biomass particles are

spheres, whereas (for mass conservation reasons) 2D

simulations particles are cylinders with a height Lz.

Reproduction of an agent occurs by division when the

radius of a particle reaches Rdivision. The masses of all

particulate species contained in the dividing agent are

then redistributed between the two resulting agents. Spe-

cific routines are attributed to EPS, represented as a cap-

sule surrounding the remaining particulate substances in

a biomass particle as shown in Fig. 1A. EPS excretion

occurs when the mass fraction of EPS relative to total

agent mass reaches a critical value fEPS,excretion. The

excreted mass generates an EPS-only particle.

Detachment and other biomass losses. Mechanical

stresses effective on the entire surface of the biofilm, such

as erosion caused by shear forces (Characklis, 1990), are

here modelled using a continuous detachment speed

function Fdet. This method, which is a multidimensional

extension of the method used in the 1D model of Wanner

and Gujer (Wanner and Gujer, 1986) is described by

R

V

V

L

L

z

particle

particle
if D

if D

=

Ï

Ì
ÔÔ

Ó
Ô
Ô

[ ]

3

4
3

2

3

p

p

 

2
  

particle

(9)

where x is the location of a point on the biofilm interface,

Fdet(x) is the value of the detachment speed function at

that point and n(x) is the vector normal to the biofilm

surface at point x. In line with the multidimensional char-

acteristics of this modelling framework, Eq. 9 is valid in

2D, where x is defined by coordinates (x, y), or 3D, where

x is defined by coordinates (x, y, z). The method used is

flexible to allow Fdet to take several forms, including

expressions where local values of Fdet(x) are dependent

on state variables such as local biofilm density or the local

concentration of detachment-inducing chemical species.

Integration of the detachment routines with the multidi-

mensional IbM was carried out by using a novel applica-

tion of the level set method. The details of this integration

are not in the scope of the present article and will be

reported in a forthcoming article. It is noteworthy, however,

that this method allows discrete detachment events that

derive from random instabilities in the surface, i.e. biom-

ass sloughing, to be implicitly derived from the simula-

tions. Erosion and sloughing are this way modelled using

the same mechanism, producing results equivalent to

those obtained from a previous implementation of fluid-

induced detachment in a 2D biofilm model (Picioreanu

et al., 2001).

d

d

x
x n x

t
F LT= - ( ) ( ) [ ]-

det
1

Fig. 1. Three scales considered in multidimensional biofilm modelling. Actions occurring at the individual scale (A) define dynamics at the 

community level (B, biofilm scale) which, in turn, define overall conversions occurring at the full system scale (C). The bulk liquid is modelled as 

a completely mixed container. The total area of the biofilm carrier material in the system is Acarrier. The computational domain represents a fraction 

of the total system, a subvolume of volume Vcomp.
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Other biomass losses by processes such as decay

cause a reduction of the size of the biomass agents. This

is a direct consequence of the application of Eq. 7, which

translates the mass of an agent composition into its vol-

ume. 1D models (Wanner and Gujer, 1986) also imple-

ment the retreat of the biofilm front (i.e. a net reduction of

the biofilm volume) in conditions where biomass losses

occur from processes such as decay of EPS or inactiva-

tion of the bacterial biomass (Horn et al., 2001). Similarly,

the IbM was extended here to include net reduction of the

biofilm volume by bringing the biomass agents together

whenever volume reduction occurs. If the net change in

agent volume is negative at any given iteration (i.e. a

biomass particle shrinks), the agent will pull the neigh-

bouring agents towards itself by a distance that is equal

to the reduction in its radius.

Mass balances of solutes in the biofilm. If the effects of

solute transport by fluid convection can be neglected

(such conditions are presented in Eberl et al., 2000;

Picioreanu et al., 2000b), the dynamics of the concentra-

tion of a solute S is defined in its general form by a

diffusion-reaction equation

(10)

where the nabla (—) operator is the gradient of a function

in Cartesian coordinates, a representation that is valid for

both 2D and 3D. In Eq. 10, the value for the diffusivity of

the solute (DS) can be variable in space to account for

local differences in mass transfer resistance. This may be

relevant for modelling biofilm systems, as the resistance

to the diffusion of solutes in the biofilm matrix may be

higher than in the bulk liquid. Moreover, the local values

of diffusivities in the biofilm may be a function of the

biomass composition (Beuling et al., 1998, 2000).

The computation of solute concentration fields is decou-

pled from biomass dynamics. This decoupling is an

approach originally developed for cellular-automata (CA)

biofilm models (Picioreanu et al., 1998, 1999) and later

applied to individual-based modelling (Kreft et al., 2001;

Picioreanu et al., 2004). The solute and biomass dynam-

ics are calculated sequentially based on the rationale that

time-scale of solute transport and reaction is orders of

magnitude shorter than that of biomass spreading

(Picioreanu et al., 2000b). As a consequence, the diffu-

sion-reaction of solutes can be considered to reach a

steady state between each biomass spreading iteration.

Thus, Eq. 10 may be simplified to:

—·(DS(—·CS))  +  rS  =  0 in the biofilm and concentration 

boundary layer (11)

(12)

∂
∂

= — ◊ — ◊( )( ) + [ ]- -C

t
D C r M L T

S
S S S S

3 1

C CS S= bulk outside the concentration boundary layer    

Outside the boundary layer, the liquid is assumed to be

completely mixed as shown in Fig. 1B and C.

For the computational volume defined as shown in

Fig. 1B, where the bottom side corresponds to the solid

carrier surface, the bottom border is a zero-flux boundary

(13)

At the top boundary, the concentrations in the bulk liquid

are set as in Eq. 12, and the lateral borders of the com-

putational volume (in the y direction, for 2D, or in the y

and z direction, for 3D) are periodic.

Bulk concentration of solutes. The framework allows bulk

concentration of solutes to be either imposed or computed

from mass balances to the system. Each solute species

defined in the system may have a different behaviour for

the value of its bulk concentration. Imposed bulk concen-

trations may be constant, in which case the bulk liquid is

assumed to be an infinite and constant supply of the

solute throughout the whole simulation, or intermittent,

where the bulk concentration is changed to impose a feast

and famine cycle. In the latter, stepwise changes are

produced to cyclically vary the bulk concentration of a

solute ( ) between a value for feast concentration

( ) and a famine concentration ( ):

(14)

The use of this type of behaviour is illustrated in the case

study section in the application of the feast/famine feeding

regime.

Bulk concentrations may also be computed from mass

balances to the system. In this case, the computational

volume Vcomp is a subregion of the full system, volume Vsys.

This is illustrated in Fig. 1C. The dynamics of the bulk

concentration of a solute species S are then expressed by

(15)

(16)

In the dynamic behaviour, the net rates of consumption or

production of the solutes in the computational volume

(described by the integral in Eq. 16) are used to define

the overall rate in the system, . The scaling to the

full reactor scale is performed by the ratio between the

substrate surface area in the whole system (Acarrier) and

the substrate surface area in the computational volume

(Ly, Lz).

Numeric implementation of the framework

The processes involved in biofilm formation are imple-

mented sequentially to compose a simulation cycle, which

∂
∂

= =
C

x
x

S
0 0for 
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is repeatedly executed in the course of a simulation to

follow the biofilm development in time. In the simulation

cycle, the operations concerning biomass growth and

spreading are executed first and followed by the updating

of the solute concentrations. The last step is the update

of the simulation time and the cycle is then restarted. The

sequence of steps that composes the simulation cycle is

the following:

1. Determination of the time step, Dt, for the present iter-

ation at time t.

• Biomass growth and spreading operations.

2. Growth of every biomass agent, with eventual agent

division if its radius is greater than Rdivision and EPS

excretion if its fraction of EPS is greater than

fEPS,excression.

3. The spreading cycle, in which the biofilm front

advances.

4. Biomass detachment, including erosion and

sloughing.

• Updating the solute concentration fields.

5. The update of the bulk concentration of solutes, per-

forming global mass balances for solutes with

dynamic behaviour.

6. Update of the spatial concentration fields of solutes

to steady state.

7. Advance the simulation time to t = t + Dt and restart the

simulation cycle from (1).

This simulation cycle extends previously proposed

cycles (Picioreanu et al., 2001, 2004) by using a variable

time step (Dt). The variable time step is essential to permit

use of the framework for the modelling of diverse biofilm

systems. The iteration time step must be adaptable to

guarantee the numeric stability of all steps performed in

the simulation cycle. The algorithm used for determination

of Dt applies constraints defined at the three scales in

which the biofilm system is described. Constraint Dt1, con-

cerning the individual scale, imposes that no biomass

agent should more than double its size at any given iter-

ation step. Application of this constraint is necessary to

ensure that no agent exists with a radius greater than

Rdivision. Constraint Dt2, concerning the biofilm scale,

imposes that the total biofilm volume should not grow

more than a fraction of its volume, fV, at any iteration. This

constraint is necessary to guaranty the stability of step (3),

the spreading cycle. Constraint Dt3 is relative to the global

mass balances and guaranties stability of the numeric

method used in the determination of the bulk concentra-

tions of solute species. The iteration time step selected at

each iteration is the minimum among these three values:

Dt  =  min(Dt1, Dt2, Dt3) [T ] (17)

The value of Dt is recomputed at the beginning of each

iteration.

Growth of agents, as well as division and EPS excre-

tion, results in the overlapping of neighbouring agents. A

spreading cycle is then used to release this overlap in the

course of which neighbouring agents shove each other

until all overlap is undone. This iterative spreading pro-

cess, an important component of the IbM, was described

in detail previously (Kreft et al., 1998).

Solving efficiently the diffusion-reaction Eq. 11 for all

the solute species involved in the system requires the use

of advanced numerical techniques. Here, a non-linear

multigrid solver (Press et al., 1997), applied previously for

biofilm modelling (Picioreanu et al., 2004), was extended

to allow diverse mass-transfer boundary layer shapes to

be defined. Multigrid solvers are very efficient, but the

computation of the solute concentration fields still consti-

tutes one of the most demanding procedures of the sim-

ulation. This procedure is typically the longest step of the

computational cycle at the initial stages of a simulation,

when the number of biomass agents in the system is still

reduced. For relatively large numbers of agents in the

system (in the order of the tens of thousands) computing

the concentration fields usually becomes negligible in

comparison with the spreading cycle.

Using the framework

The framework for biofilm modelling described here was

implemented into a computer program code written in

the Java programming language. The program, in the

form of a library of compiled Java classes, is available for

download from our website (Xavier et al., 2004a) and

may be readily used to create 2D and 3D biofilms

models with multiple bacterial and solute species. The

website  includes  also  a  brief  guide  and  how  to  use

the  Eclipse  Java  editor  (freely  obtainable  from

http://www.eclipse.org) to start developing models. Use

of the program in the present form, however, requires

knowledge of the Java programming language. To

facilitate all readers to experiment the program, an

interactive demonstration was set up. This demon-

stration is accessible at http://www.biofilms.bt.tudelft.nl/

frameworkMaterial/monospecies2d.html and shows a

monospecies biofilm model with a single solute species

(oxygen) present. Model parameters influencing the

properties of the microorganims and three environment

properties (bulk oxygen concentration, boundary layer

thickness and detachment forces) may be changed in the

course of the simulation and their effect in the biofilm

developing observed in real time.

The program code used to implement the present

model framework was created entirely following object-

oriented design techniques. The choice of Java as

opposed to the C++ programming language, as used in

previous implementations of biofilm models from our

http://www.eclipse.org
http://www.biofilms.bt.tudelft.nl/
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group, was justified by the conveniences provided by this

recent but well-established technology. Advantages of

Java include platform independence, i.e. compiled Java

programs are fully portable to any platform for which a

Java implementation exists, such as UNIX systems, GNU/

Linux, Microsoft Windows and MacOS X. The framework

was programmed with special emphasis on the structure

of class hierarchies and to provide complete documenta-

tion according to the Javadoc standard. The program pro-

vides functionality for output of simulation results such as

time course of solute and particulates concentration fields,

location of biomass particles, global solute conversion

rates, biomass detachment rates, etc. Outputs are gener-

ated as tables in ASCII text files, which can be easily used

with applications such as MATLAB (the Mathworks) or

spread sheeting programs (e.g. Microsoft Excel) for fur-

ther analysis. The program also produces output for

rendering of 3D ray-traced images of the simulated

biofilm using the POV-Ray program (freely available from

http://www.povray.org).

Formulation of biofilm models using the framework. Fol-

lowing is the sequence of steps necessary to create a

biofilm model using the framework:

1. Choosing the system dimensionality – either 2D or 3D

– and the scale (in length units) of the computational

volume.

2. Definition of the maximum radius of biomass particles

(Rdivision) and the grid resolution for the solute concen-

tration fields.

3. Definition of the solute and particulate species involved

in the system, as well as the reactions taking place.

This is straightforward if the reactions are described

using a stoichiometric table. A value for the molecular

diffusivity of each solute species in the system must

be set at this point, as well as the behaviour of the

corresponding bulk concentration (either constant,

intermittent or computed from mass balances), and a

value for the specific mass of each particulate species.

The pDocument type, which group the particulate spe-

cies allowed for each agent, must be defined together

with an initial composition for the inoculating particles.

4. Definition of the expressions for reactions rates and

association of the reactions with each species involved

using the yield coefficients.

5. Definition of the detachment speed function, Fdet, which

may either be chosen from a library of predefined

detachment functions provided with the framework or

created by the user.

6. The boundary layer must also be defined, either taken

from a supplied set of predefined boundary layer types

or created by the user.

7. Definition of the criterion for ending the simulation.

Case study – competition between internal storage 

compound producing and EPS producing bacteria in 

biofilms

The case study presented here is a biofilm model where

the competition between two bacterial species is analy-

sed. The biofilm system chosen uses a structured repre-

sentation of biomass that includes EPS and internal

storage compounds. The relative importance of these

compounds in the presence of different feeding regimes

is analysed.

Production of biopolymers by bacteria

In the presence of surplus source of carbon and energy

some microorganisms produce intracellular storage poly-

mers. Other microorganisms, in turn, excrete large

amounts of polysaccharides to the medium. The synthesis

of both such type of compounds is promoted when growth

is restricted by the availability of essential nutrients other

than the carbon source. Polyhydrohyalkanoates (PHA),

glycogen and lipids are examples of intracellular storage

compounds that may constitute a reserve of carbon and

energy (Anderson and Wynn, 2001) and can be used to

survive periods of famine. In wastewater treatment pro-

cesses, particularly in sequencing batch processes,

microorganisms are subject to intermittent feeding

regimes and variation in the presence of an electron

acceptor. It is observed that accumulating internal storage

compounds such as polyhydroxybutyrate (PHB), the most

common PHA, occurs as a response to these ‘feast and

famine’ regimes (Van Loosdrecht et al., 1997). Figure 2

shows a photograph of bacterial cells containing granules

of PHB. The importance of internal storage polymers in

such bioprocesses suggests the dynamics of their forma-

tion and consumption should be included in bioprocess

models (Van Loosdrecht and Heijnen, 2002). Further-

more, the production of PHA from waste using mixed

cultures is a very promising technology that exploits this

Fig. 2. Photograph of bacterial cells with PHB granules, reproduced 

from the study by Beun (2001).

http://www.povray.org
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natural ability of microorganims to produce internal stor-

age polymers (Reis et al., 2003).

Microorganisms that are able to quickly store available

substrate as PHB and consume the storage when sub-

strate is depleted in order to achieve a more balanced

growth rate have a strong competitive advantage over

organisms without this storage capability (Van Loosdrecht

and Heijnen, 2002). Both production of internal storage

compounds and EPS constitute cases where biomass

composition is dynamic and therefore require modelling

approaches that use a structured description of the

biomass.

Model description

In this case study, two microbial types are defined: a

heterotrophic PHB-accumulating strategist, denoted as H-

PHB, and a heterotrophic EPS producer, H-EPS. Compe-

tition between the two species in a hypothetical system is

analysed here in respect with two feeding regimes:

• Constant feeding regime: the bulk concentration of car-

bon source is constant in time (  = 0.1 gCOD-S l-1).

• Feast/famine regime: 24 h cycles of substrate feeding

(feast), with a duration of 4 h (  = 0.6 gCOD-S l-1),

and substrate absence (famine), with a duration of 20 h

(  = 0).

Bulk concentrations of the carbon source in the feast

period are defined so that the total amount of substrate

fed per day equals to that of the constant feeding case.

Organic carbon quantities are represented in terms of

gram of chemical oxygen demand (COD), a usual proce-

dure in wastewater treatment processes. The bulk con-

centration of oxygen was kept constant at .

A simplification of a kinetic model proposed for acti-

vated sludge processes by Van Loosdrecht and Heijnen

(2002) is used here to describe the heterotrophic PHB

accumulating organism. In order to compare on a rea-

sonable basis the effect of the two metabolic strategies

on the biofilm structure, maximum carbon source uptake

rates are set equal for both microbial species as well as

their growth kinetics. Production of polymeric sub-

stances, either PHB or EPS, when the system is not

carbon source limited also has the same kinetics for both

species. Stoichiometry of the reactions involved is

described using a stoichiometric table, shown in Table 1.

The parameters used for the simulations and their values

are listed in Table 2. In these conditions, rates for

polysaccharide (the index ‘P’ when used represents

either PHB or EPS) production results from the difference

between the actual carbon source uptake rate and the

growth  rate  of  the  heterotrophic  species  (the  index

‘H’, here representing either H-PHB or H-EPS) that

produces it

CS
bulk

CS
feast

CS
fam

4
2

1mg lO
-

(18)

Two different saturation (Monod type) factors, fM,O and

, are used here to model the dynamics of PHB accu-

mulation in the feast period. When carbon source is in

excess, organisms increase the substrate uptake rate but

balance their growth rate and the excess results in the

production polymeric substances. When carbon source is

removed, H-PHB organisms are able to consume their

internal storage for growth and maintenance. PHB con-

sumption has been observed (Beun et al., 2002) to have

first-order kinetics on the fraction of PHB (fPHB). Here it will

be assumed that organisms do not consume the EPS. The

comparison between the production of PHB by H-PHB

organisms, which are able to consume their PHB storage,

and EPS by H-EPS organisms is illustrated in Fig. 3A.

From Eq. 18 it results that the rate of polymer (either PHB

or EPS) production is low when either oxygen concentra-

tion is very low or when no oxygen limitation exits, and

the rate has a maximum when . This trend

is illustrated in the plot shown in Fig. 3B.

As kinetics and stoichiometry for PHB and EPS produc-

ers are set to be the same, both species would be equally

competitive in continuously fed suspended culture when

no carbon sources limitations exist. When carbon source

concentration is limiting, PHB producers would have an

advantage by recycling any PHB produced and using it

for growth. In biofilms, however, spatial structure plays an

important role. As EPS is less dense than PHB, EPS-

producers create a larger volume for the same mass of

polymer produced. As it will be shown later, this can

constitute a competitive advantage for H-EPS when oxy-

gen is growth limiting, such as the case where feeding of

carbon source is constant.

Results of simulations

The biofilm model described above was implemented

using the framework program. 2D and 3D simulations

were carried out for both the continuous feeding and the

feast/famine cases. Figure 4 shows time-course of the

particulate species throughout the 2D simulations.

Figure 5 shows the legend for interpretation of the 2D

biofilm structure for Figs 6 and 7. Figure 8 shows biofilm

structures obtained from 3D simulations.

Time-course of particulates species composing the bio-

film from 2D simulations (Fig. 4A) shows that after 1500 h,

H-EPS organisms become predominant over H-PHB. This

is observable from the evolution of biofilm structures, pic-

tured in Fig. 6 at 1 h, 103 h, 238 h and 1500 h, where H-

EPS organisms are shown in red and H-PHB organisms

are shown in a colour ranging from blue to yellow, depend-
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ing on the fraction of PHB in their composition. The

observed advantage of H-EPS organism is attributed to

the fact that, thanks to the extra volume of EPS produced,

EPS producers spread more rapidly than PHB producers.

Being pushed upward and taking advantage of the higher

concentrations of oxygen in the top layers of the biofilm

provides a competitive edge to EPS producing organisms.

In Fig. 4A it is observable that PHB is accumulated but is

not consumed in the course of the simulation, as its con-

sumption is inhibited by the constant presence of carbon

source. It is also noteworthy the occurrence of a sloughing

event at 1100 h (see doted line in Fig. 4A). This occur-

rence resulted in the loss of a biomass cluster mainly

composed by PHB producing organisms and the conse-

quent decreased of the fraction of H-PHB biomass in the

biofilm, which reached values of less than 50% of its value

prior to the sloughing event. This further contributed to the

advantage of H-EPS organisms, the amount of which

increased immediately after the occurrence of this slough-

ing event.

This competition is reversed in feast/famine regimes

(2D simulation results are shown in Figs 4B and 7). Time-

course of the biomass components (Fig. 4B) shows oscil-

latory behaviour  for  active  biomass  of  both H-EPS and

Table 2. Parameters used for simulations.

Parameters Description Value Units Notes/references

Solute species

Bulk substrate concentration

in continuous feeding 

in feast phase

0.1 

0.6

gCOD-S l-1

gCOD-S l-1

Bulk concentration of oxygen 0.004 gO l-1

DS Diffusivity of substrate 1 ¥ 10-4 m2 day-1 Rittmann and colleagues (2004)

DO Diffusivity of oxygen 2 ¥ 10-4 m2 day-1 Rittmann and colleagues (2004)

Particulate species

rH Specific mass of active 

biomass (H-EPS or H-PHB)

200 gCOD-H l-1 of particle

rPHB Specific mass of PHB 1000 gCOD-PHB l-1 of particle

rEPS Specific mass of EPS 33.3 gCOD-EPS l-1 of particle Six times less dense than

activebiomass

Horn and colleagues (2001)

rI Specific mass of inerts  200 gCOD-I l
-1 of particle Same as active biomass 

Horn and colleagues (2001)

Yield coefficients

YHS Yield of active mass (H-EPS 

or H-PHB) on carbon source

0.495 gCOD-H gCOD-S
-1 Beun and colleagues (2002)

YPS Yield of polymers (EPS or 

PHB) on carbon source

0.667 gCOD-P gCOD-S
-1 Beun and colleagues (2002)

YHP Yield of H-PHB relative to 

PHB consumed

0.668 gCOD-H-PHB gCOD-PHB
-1 Beun and colleagues (2002)

Rate parameters

Maximum specific substrate

uptake rate of microorganisms

0.952 gCOD-S gCOD-H
-1 h-1 Beun and colleagues (2002)

mmax Maximum specific growth rate 

of microorganisms

0.47 gCOD-H gCOD-H
-1 h-1 From 

KS Saturation constant for substrate 0.004 gCOD-S l-1 Rittmann and colleagues (2004)

KO Saturation constant for oxygen 3.50 ¥ 10-4 gO l-1 Rittmann and colleagues (2004)

KO* Saturation constant for oxygen* 7.00 ¥ 10-4 gO l-1 Assumed

KP Inhibition constant for polymer 

(EPS or PHB) fraction

 1 gCOD-P gCOD-H
-1 Assumed

bdecay Decay rate coefficient  3.3 ¥ 10-3 gCOD-H gCOD-H
-1 h-1 Rittmann and colleagues (2004)

kPHB PHB degradation rate coefficient 0.15 gCOD-PHB gCOD-PHB
-1 h-1 Beun and colleagues (2002)

kdet Detachment speed constant 3 ¥ 10-3 g L -1 mm-1 h-1

Computation parameters

System size 1000 ¥ 1000 mm2

Rdivision Maximum particle radius 8 mm

fV Fraction of volume for 

constraint Dt2

0.1

fEPS,excretion Critical volume fraction of EPS 0.7

LC Boundary layer thickness 100 mm

Dx Grid element size (for solute 

concentrations)

30.3 mm

Index ‘H’ refers to active biomass of either H-EPS or H-PHB, index ‘P’ refers to biopolymers, either EPS or PHB.

CS
bulk

CO
bulk

qS
max

mmax max= ◊q Ys SX
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H-PHB in the course of simulations, increasing during the

feast period (when external substrate concentration is

 = 0.6 gCOD-S l-1) and decreasing in the famine period

(when substrate concentration is 0). This is pictured in the

detail in Fig. 4C (showing the oscillatory feast/famine pat-

tern of  between 215 and 265 h) and Fig. 4D (show-

ing the evolution of particulate species in the same

period). Losses of active mass of both species in the

famine period result from decay processes and detach-

ment. However, the net growth of H-PHB organism is

positive throughout most of the simulation, whereas the

net growth of H-EPS is mostly negative. This is explained

by the fact that the use of PHB reserves allows H-PHB

organisms to suffer less the effects of the absence of

external substrate in famine periods than H-EPS organ-

isms. The total quantity of PHB in the biofilm oscillates

throughout the simulation, increasing as it is stored by H-

PHB in the feast phase and decreasing as it is consumed

to allow growth of H-PHB in the famine phase. Growth of

H-PHB organisms in the famine period is slower than in

the feast period. However, it is not oxygen-limited. This

fact is observable from the computed oxygen concentra-

tion fields (shown for the biofilm at 868 h in Fig. 7B),

showing that oxygen penetrates well into the biofilm in the

famine phase when compared with the feast phase

(shown for the biofilm at 888 h in Fig. 7C).

CS
bulk

CS
bulk

Although the averaged bulk concentration of substrate

is the same in both the continuous feeding case and the

feast/famine case, a much thinner biofilm is obtained in

the latter. This is observable from a comparison between

the structure of biofilm at the end of the simulation from

the continuous case (shown in Fig. 6D) and the feast/

famine case (shown in Fig. 7D). This lower biofilm accu-

mulation is both a consequence of the lower EPS content

(a low density particulate species) and of the fact that

carbon source uptake rate in the feast period is oxygen-

limited and the organisms do not take full advantage of

the high concentration of carbon source in the feast

period, producing in total less biofilm mass.

It is clear from the 2D simulation results that H-EPS

organisms have the competitive advantage in the constant

feeding case, whereas in the feast/famine case this

advantage is reversed and H-PHB predominate. Anima-

tions of the 2D simulations may be obtained from the

support website (Xavier et al., 2004a). Simulations in 3D

(shown in Fig. 8) were also carried out, yielding the same

qualitative results.

Discussion and conclusions

The framework presented here provides mathematical

and mechanistic concepts for the implementation of time-

Fig. 3. A. The processes involved in the substrate uptake and biomass production by H-PHB (PHB producers organisms, top scheme) and H-

EPS (EPS producers, bottom scheme). The polymer (either PHB or EPS) formation rate results from the difference between S-uptake rate and 

the growth rate. In addition, H-PHB organisms have the ability to consume their PHB storage when external carbon source is low.

B. Function defining specific polymer (either PHB or EPS) production rate in terms of consumed substrate (–qP/YPS) as a function of the oxygen 

concentration. Values are shown normalized by the maximum specific substrate uptake rate (q). qP/YPS is the difference between specific substrate 

taken up (qS) and that used for growth (qX/YHS). In this kinetic description polymer production is low for both low and high values of CO, having a 

maximum when CO = . If Ko* = 2Ko a maximum at qP/YPSq ~0.17 occurs.
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dependent and spatially multidimensional (2D or 3D)

models of biofilms based on principles of conservation of

mass, as well as the implementation of these concepts

into a computer program.

A central characteristic of the framework is the discrete

biomass representation using IbM, which is a bottom-up

approach where the rules for the behaviour of the individ-

ual agents (biomass particles here) composing elements

are provided and the dynamics of a multispecies biofilm

emerges from the simulations. The IbM has similarities to

CA, another bottom-up approach used for multidimen-

sional biofilm modelling of which several examples may

be found in the literature (Wimpenny and Colasanti, 1997;

Picioreanu et al., 1998; Noguera et al., 1999; Chang et al.,

2003; Hunt et al., 2003; Laspidou and Rittmann, 2004).

The fundamental difference between the IbM used in the

framework and CA lays in the biomass representation. In

CA methods the biomass is represented on a grid (usually

rectangular), as opposed to the agent-based representa-

tion of the IbM that uses particles located anywhere in

space. As a consequence of the distinct methods of

describing the biomass and in particular in the biomass

spreading rules used, there are differences in the results

of simulations of equivalent systems carried out with the

two approaches (Kreft et al., 2001). Such differences are

also in the root of a number of drawbacks of numerical

nature that are characteristic to the CA approach (Eberl

et al., 2001). Most importantly, it was reported previously

that IbM is more suitable to the modelling of multispecies

biofilms than CA (Picioreanu et al., 2004) and that IbM

has greater potential to address questions about the rela-

tionship of microscopic and macroscopic properties in

mixed-population systems (Kreft et al., 2001; Van Loos-

drecht et al., 2002).

Continuum approaches for multidimensional modelling

of biofilms may also be found in the literature (Dockery
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Fig. 4. A and B. Time-course of particulate 

species composing the biomass in the biofilm 

from 2D simulations of 1500 h of biofilm devel-

opment, according to the model presented in 

the case study.

A. Continuous feeding.

B. Feast/famine case.

C. Variation of the substratum bulk concentra-

tion in the feast/famine case, shown for the time 

period of 215–265 h.

D. Detailed plot of the evolution of the biofilm 

biomass composition for the period of 215–

265 h. See text for details.
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and Klapper, 2001; Eberl et al., 2001; Alpkvist et al.,

2004). These approaches are distinct from bottom-up

approaches by using a homogeneous representation of

the biomass and by having the dynamics of biomass

spreading modelled by differential equations widely used

in physics. Therefore, continuum approaches have the

advantage that the method for biomass spreading used is

fully deterministic, therefore it can be analysed numeri-

caly. This is in contrast to bottom-up approaches, such as

the IbM, where biomass spreading is stochastic. Further-

more, the biofilm description as a viscous, incompressible

fluid (Dockery and Klapper, 2001) is intuitively more suit-

able to model the gel-like EPS matrix than the approach

adopted here, where EPS is incorporated in the IbM.

However, in spite of its conceptual attractiveness, to the

best of our knowledge, no example of multidimensional

continuum model of a multispecies biofilm exists pres-

ently. All applications of this approach are presently lim-

ited to homogeneous representations of biomass.

The fact that several approaches for multidimensional

modelling of biofilms can be found in the literature is

indicative of the booming interest in the field. This interest

is both inspired by the stimulating results achieved by

pioneer work and facilitated by the increasing availability

of affordable computational power. Simulations that previ-

ously required high-end mainframe computers run nowa-

days in ordinary desktop PCs. However, the increasing

number of different modelling implementations, at the

same time, reflects the immaturity of this relatively recent

research field. A standardization of methods used for mul-

tidimensional modelling is highly desirable for the near

future. The adoption of a common modelling framework

Fig. 5. Key for Figs 6 and 7, which show biofilm structure results from 2D simulations of the case study.

A. Left panel shows the profiles of the average dissolved oxygen concentration (black line) and the average biomass composition (area plots) 

along the depth of the biofilm. The distance to the solid substratum (in mm) is x. The right panel shows the circular-shaped agents at a given 

time in the simulation and the spatial fields of the concentration of dissolved oxygen.

B. The colour code used in the profiles of biomass composition.

C. The colour code used for agents shown in the biofilm structure representations.

D. The colour code used for the 2D field of concentration of dissolved oxygen shown together with the biofilm structure representation.
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Fig. 6. Continuous feeding case: Vertical distribution of biomass composition (left hand side) and biofilm structure (right hand side) from 2D 

simulations at times 1 h (A), 103 h (B), 238 h (C) and 1500 h (D). See legend in Fig. 5. In the continuous feeding case shown here EPS producer 

(H-EPS) has a competitive advantage over PHB producer (H-PHB). This advantage is a consequence of the faster spreading of H-EPS organisms 

that, by producing EPS (a low density polymer), creates a larger volume when compared with PHB (intracellular storage polymer of higher density 

than EPS) for the same biomass of polymer produced. By spreading faster, EPS producers occupy a superior position in the biofilm structure, 

taking advantage of the higher oxygen concentrations at the top. In the simulations, the concentration boundary layer follows in time the biofilm 

growth, being always located at a distance Lc = 100 mm of the highest biofilm feature. The smooth surface developed by the biofilm at the end of 

the simulation is not imposed by cutting the biofilm, but it is results from the balance between biofilm growth and the detachment implemented 

using Fdet proportional to the square of the distance to the surface and decreasing with the local biofilm density. 2D simulations were started with 

30 particles of each species (H-EPS and H-PHB) in the system.
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Fig. 7. Feast/famine cycles case: Results from 2D simulations at times 1 h (A), 868 h (B), 888 h (C) and 1488 h (D). See legend in Fig. 5. Results 

show that selection for PHB producers may be achieved by a feast/famine regime. H-PHB organisms accumulate PHB internal storage during 

the feast phase, when CS = 0.5 gCOD l-1, which is consumed during the famine phase, when CS = 0. At the beginning of each famine phase (as 

seen in the biomass composition profile in B) the biofilm shows high quantities of PHB and oxygen profiles demonstrate that growth is not oxygen-

limited, because of the low (0) bulk concentration of substrate. At the beginning of a feast phase (as seen in the biomass composition profile in 

(C), however, all PHB was consumed and growth is once again oxygen-limited. In this phase, organisms take advantage of the high concentration 

of substrate to grow and produce polymers. At the end of the simulation (Fig. 7D), the biofilm is enriched in PHB accumulating organisms when 

compared with the continuous-feeding case at the same time (Fig. 6D). Animations of the simulations shown here are available at our website 

(Xavier et al., 2004a).
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such as the one proposed here would certainly assist in

such standardization. By combining many of the most

advanced features of bottom-up multidimensional model-

ling approaches into a software library that is readily avail-

able, we hope that the present work will stimulate the

creation of new biofilm models.

In spite of the fact that many challenges of computa-

tional or numerical nature have been overcome in recent

advances, including this contribution, there is a lack of

experimental data to allow the unbiased description of

important properties of the system, e.g. EPS physical

properties. This lack of parameters for realistic modelling

of biofilm systems probably constitutes the most important

factor presently limiting the creation of new reliable biofilm

models. Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) of

biofilms (Lawrence et al., 1991) may be the most indicated

tool to overcome this obstacle by providing necessary

information for biofilm models. A comparative study of

biofilm structure obtained from IbM simulations and struc-

ture observed using CLSM imaging of biofilms grown in

laboratory flowcells has demonstrated that this technique

provides an ideal source of data to be used for biofilm

models (Xavier et al., 2004b), thanks to its dynamic but

non-destructive characteristics. An important result from

that comparative study was to show that, in spite of biases

introduced by IbM such as representing biomass as being

composed by spherically shaped particles, simulations

were still able to reproduce biofilm structure observed

experimentally, as quantified by a set of morphological

parameters. Further potential of CLSM to provide data for

modelling lies in multichannel image acquisition, which

provides 3D information concerning multiple components

of the biofilm such as EPS and bacteria of different spe-

cies or in different development stages (Lawrence and

Neu, 1999).

Notation

Symbol Definition [Dimension]

gin  Sign factor of reaction i relative to species n

(solute or particulate). Has a value +1 if the n

is produced in the reaction and -1 if it is con-

sumed [dimensionless]

Dt  Time step for one iteration of biomass

dynamics [T ]

Dt1  Time step constraint set on the individual scale

[T ]

Dt2 Time step constraint set on the biofilm scale [T ]

Dt3 Time step constraint set on the global system

scale [T ]

mmax Maximum specific growth rate of biomass

[Mp Mp
-1T-1]

rm Specific mass of particulate species m (solute

or particulate) [Mm (L3 of particle)-1]

fj Factor for dependency of specific rate of a

reaction on component j [dimensionless]

fI,m Rate inhibition factor of species m

[dimensionless]

fM,m Rate saturation factor of species m

[dimensionless]

Acarrier Total carrier area (biofilm support) in the

system [L2]

Ci Concentration of species i (solute or particu-

late) [Mi L
-3]

 Input concentration of solute species s in the

system [MS L-3]

Bulk concentration of solute species s [MS L-3]

Bulk concentration of solute s in famine period

[MS L-3]

Bulk concentration of solute s in feast period

[MS L-3]

CS
in

CS
bulk

CS
fam

CS
feast

Fig. 8. Biofilm structures from 3D simulations of the case study pre-

sented. Colour coding of biomass agents (spherical particles) is the 

same as used in the 2D representations (explained in Fig. 5C).

A. Initial state used for simulations of both the continuous feeding and 

the feast/famine cases, showing the inoculated plate representing an 

area of 1000 ¥ 1000 mm2.

B. Biofilm structure after 422 h for the continuous feeding case, show-

ing predominance of H-EPS over H-PHB.

C. Biofilm structure for the feast/famine case after 422 h of growth, 

showing predominance of H-PHB over H-EPS.
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DS  Diffusivity of solute species s [L2 T-1]

Fdet  Detachment speed function [L T-1]

fEPS,excretion Critical volume fraction of EPS, for EPS excre-

tion [dimensionless]

fV  Fraction of volume defined for iteration time

step constraint Dt2 [dimensionless]

Kj Monod saturation constant in fM,j or inhibition

constant in fI,j [Mj L
-3]

Lc Thickness of concentration boundary layer [L]

Lx Depth of computational domain (vertical

dimension) [L]

Ly, Lz  Horizontal dimensions of computational do-

main [L, L]

Mp  Mass of particulate species p in a biomass

particle [Mp particle-1]

n(x)  Vector normal to the biofilm surface at location

x [dimensionless]

Q  Volumetric flow rate [L3 T-1]

qi  Specific rate for reaction i, defined in reference

to species m (solute or particulate) and medi-

ated by particulate species p [Mm Mp
-1 T-1]

Maximum specific rate for reaction i, defined

in reference to species m (solute or particu-

late) and mediated by particulate species p

[Mm Mp
-1 T-1]

 Global conversion rate of solute species s in

the system [MS L-3 T-1]

Rdivision  Critical radius for biomass particle division [L]

ri  Rate for reaction i defined in reference to spe-

cies m (solute or particulate) [Mm L-3 T-1]

Rn Net rate for species n (solute or particulate)

[Mn L
-3 T-1]

Rparticle  Radius of biomass particle (agent) [L]

Vcomp Volume of the computational volume [L3]

Vparticle Volume of a biomass particle (agent) [L3]

Vsys Total volume of the full-scale system [L3]

x Location of a point (defined in 2D or 3D)

located on the biofilm interface [L]

 Yield coefficient of species n (solute or partic-

ulate) on species m (solute or particulate) in

reference to reaction i [Mn Mm
-1]
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